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'An absorbing self-portrait of an exceptional cook.' Harold McGeeDaniel Patterson is the head
chef /owner of Coi (pronounced "Kwa"), a two-Michelin-starred restaurant in San Francisco. At
Coi, Patterson mixes modern culinary techniques with local, wild and cultivated ingredients to
create original dishes that speak of place, memory, and emotion. It's an approach that has
earned him a worldwide reputation for pioneering a new kind of Californian cuisine.Patterson is
also known for his original food writing, and he has been published in recent years in The New
York Times, Bon Appetit and Lucky Peach. Now, in his highly anticipated new book, Coi: Stories
and Recipes, Patterson writes a personal account of the restaurant, its dishes and his own
unique philosophy about food and cooking. Beginning with a look at California - how Patterson
arrived from the East Coast and how he became to feel more at home as the years progressed
― the book takes the reader into the Coi kitchen, and through 70 of the restaurant's original
dishes such as Chilled Spiced Ratatouille Soup; Carrots Roasted in Coffee Beans, Monterey
Bay Abalone with Nettle-Dandelion Salsa Verde; Inverted Cherry Tomato Tart and Lime
Marshmallow with Coal-Toasted Meringue. The dishes are explained through a series of
personal essays and narrative recipes, offering insight into Patterson's life, family, and
inspirations.Coi: Stories and Recipes includes 150 color photographs showing the finished
dishes as well as atmospheric images of the restaurant, the California landscape, and portraits
of Coi's staff and suppliers. The book features forewords by Peter Meehan and Harold McGee. It
is sure to be one of the most talked about cookbooks of the year.

"We want to nestle on the couch, put our feet up and browse the pages of Coi: Stories and
Recipes... We'll linger over the stunning images of chilled ratatouille soup, a trio of soups that's
swirled together and garnished with cilantro and nepitella flowers."―The Argus"...The San
Francisco chef is able to articulate his process―the way a dish comes together in his
mind―better than most artists, culinary or otherwise. [...] His stories and recipes reflect a
rigorously disciplined, highly conceptual, and deeply soulful nature..."―Medium"One of the most
highly anticipated releases of 2013, Coi also happens to be Phaidon's first big, shiny chef book
with an American chef."―Eater.com"The real draw, however - aside from the beautiful photos - is
that Patterson has written the book himself, which is rare for the restaurant chef. His illustrative,
bookish style makes for a fun and interesting read."―San Francisco Chronicle"Coi: Stories and
Recipes is just that - a cookbook wrapped around a rich narrative with one of our great
restaurants at its heart. Daniel Patterson is a wonderful writer and an even better chef. The
pages provide evidence of both."―Thomas Keller, The French Laundry"The self-taught culinary
king of the West Coast. [...] There are chefs who cook and then there are chefs who, with their
cooking, want to start a revolution. [...] He has influenced a whole generation of chefs and



helped to redefine contemporary California cuisine."―The CatererAbout the AuthorDaniel
Patterson was born in Massachusetts and moved to California in 1989, where he now has three
restaurants: Coi (2006), Plum (2010) and Haven (2012). At Coi, Patterson mixes modern
culinary techniques with local and cultivated ingredients to create highly original dishes that
speak of place, memory and emotion. It is an approach that has won him two Michelin stars and
a worldwide reputation for pioneering a new kind of Californian cuisine. Patterson is also a
frequent contributor to the New York Times, Lucky Peach, Food & Wine and other
publications.Peter Meehan is a food writer and co-editor of quarterly food journal Lucky Peach.
He has written for many magazines, including Food & Wine, Bon Appetit, and The New York
Times, and he has collaborated on a number of cookbooks.Maren Caruso is a San Francisco
native who specializes in food photography. Her work has appeared in more than 75 cookbooks
and numerous magazines including Gourmet, Bon Appétit, Sunset Magazine, Cook_Inc., and
Food & Wine. She won the 2013 One Eyeland Photography Award for Fine Art Photographer of
the Year.
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Benu Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat: Mastering the Elements of Good Cooking



Grow Forage Ferment Cook, “What a great writer and great chef he is. I first came across Chef
Daniel Patterson's name around mid 2000 prior to COI opening. He wrote one brilliant concept
cookbook about essential oil. It's one of my all time favorite cookbook. I have since been
following him since he opened COI, read articles he wrote as well as many interview he did. He
is a really good writer.I appreciate his genius interpretation of modern American/California
cuisine. I have been waiting for his second book for almost a decade.It's worth the wait. If you are
looking for a book you aiming to copy his recipes or for home cook, don't buy it. You will end up
writing unappreciative comments here. But if you are looking for a book which will inspire you by
each of story how he constructed the dishes and an evolution of a great chef through times. This
is the book for you.I am glad that finally a chef in USA wrote a non-commercial driven cookbook,
a cookbook which signified a chef and his restaurant. Sadly, it is hard to find this kind of book in
a country full of world class talent chefs. We buy cookbooks to read and learn shared
techniques.Just there are some pictures totally unrelated. I will not comment on it. Phaidon can
do a much better job by filling those with pictures of chef, his restaurant, his kitchen members, or
action shots that represent who he is. I am not a big fan of Phaidon's books. Too many fillers than
juice. This one is exceptional.Only one comment, some fonts in the book are hard to read. Really
small.I personally can't wait for him to write his 3rd book.”

Marci Madla, “4 stars but disappointed. let me preface this review by saying I am a professional
chef- I mention this because often I read negative reviews on restaurant cookbooks that
complain about the impracticality of said cookbook and the recipes within. This is definitely not
the source of my disappointment... the more impractical a cookbook seems to the common
housewife or budding top chef fan, the better. This is what attracts me to them in the first place;
an insight to an amazingly talented chef like Daniel Patterson, fuel for creativity, learning new
techniques and staying on top of current trends. And while this book is very well written- the
recipes leave much to be desired. Put this book side by side with the NOMA cookbook, sans
stories and articles, and they are almost exactly the same. Many of the photographed dishes
even look the same. I understand the natural aesthetic trend- but feel that many of the
restaurant cookbooks I have purchased lately (not just the Coi book or phaidon books) all tend
to be the same.  Its getting boring”

Shelly, “A Fantastic Read. Daniel Patterson's book is a different approach to a cookbook. There
are fine recipes, of course, but the inspiration behind each recipe is interesting. The
photographs in the book are of dishes that have been made at COI, Daniel's San Francisco
restaurant, as well as a few interior restaurant photos and pretty California scenery. The book is
one you will want to read, not just quickly page through, although the many photographs will
make it a nice coffee table book as well.”



QBNMMA, “Beautiful and Informative. After an incredible meal at Coi, I was delighted to find that
Daniel had released this cookbook. Being a home cook and always trying out new methods, I
was excited to try out some of the recipes in the book. They turned out pretty well, considering
that most home cooks do not have the specialized equipment that is used in molecular
restaurant kitchens. I have thoroughly enjoyed this book and there are lots of photos that
illustrate what the food should look like.”

Jason Porter, “Truth. Coi gives the reader a great insight into the process of one of the worlds
great chefs. Daniel Pattersons philosophy and approach to food is "truth". Being true to the
ingredient while being true to his self. I love the book, as a chef it inspires me.”

Gerardo Gonzales, “Happy. Great book”

Diane Hunter, “I thoroughly enjoy reading and rereading it. What a gorgeous and informative
book.  I thoroughly enjoy reading and rereading it.”

Pen Name, “Required Reading.. This should be required reading for every young chef trying to
find their way, and every burned out chef trying to remember what it was they loved about
cooking in the first place. Patterson is the truth.”

David Milne, “Five Stars. Stunning book by such an unassuming man.”

Joana, “Five Stars. great”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. good”

Mark, “Four Stars. Good”

Cosa del Pantano, “Un libro interesante, en ingles.. Por el precio estoy contentisimo con el libro.
Sin embargo tengo dos peros: la parte de las recetas esta escrita en un tipo de letra
pequeñisimo (y la edad no perdona, ya me cuesta leer esos tamaños) y las paginas de fotos
son en mate, con lo cual la foto no presenta la vivacidad y nitidez que podria haber tenido. Por lo
demas un libro interesante, y repito, a un precio irrisorio (lo compre de segunda mano a un
vendedor del market place, y entre envio y el libro fueron unos 7-8 euros)”

The book by Daniel Patterson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 96 people have provided feedback.
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